
 

We have been glad to be able to count on the professional services of sim (Selective International Management) during the 
preparation as well as the opening ceremonies of our Franke Kitchen World Shanghai. Specifically, sim has not only organ-
ised the Soft Opening and the Grand Opening, but has successfully developed and implemented the operational concept of 
the showroom, including staff search and appointment, writing operational guidelines and monitoring the initial operations. 
Furthermore, sim also improved our branding, by communications and events, including having a live cooking session being 
broadcast on the popular ICS TV show “You are the Chef”. All those achievements would not have been possible without 
the great professionalism of sim." 

Peter Spirig, President Franke ASia 

 

 

"sim is a most friendly and effective bridge builder between China and Switzerland. After more than 10 years of intensive 
activity and experience in China, sim has mastered the diverse potential between the Chinese and the Swiss cultures in a 
most sensitive and effective way. Their efforts proved to be truly culturally competent, and very closely in line with our bu-
siness intentions, identifying fully with not only us, but also with our partners. 

sim has served us in a very open, transparent manner. We are well informed and kept abreast of the actions being underta-
ken by sim. sim provides very good advice to us on how to proceed in a smooth, effective manner while at the same time 
fostering a good spirit and positive atmosphere that well serves both us and our current and prospective partners.  

sim is actively engaged in our development in a way that stimulates both innovation and business processes. They further 
support a generational need for fair, well-balanced, intercultural understanding that fosters rich opportunities for all parties 
involved in exchange. Most important for us, is that sim supports our idea of regional sovereign organizations, which strives 
to maintain intellectual exchange with each other." 

Prof. Martin Klöti, former Head of Institute of Humanities and Nature Sciences School of Engineering   

 

 

 

"The service we received from sim made my business-life easier here in Shanghai. What we found in sim was good price-
value, fairness, professionalism, competence, good service and unique level of trustworthiness." 

Heinz D'Arsié, Chief Representative 

 

 

 

"sim is somehow our prolonged arm in China. They act as our direct bridge to China and greatly combine the Chinese and 
the Swiss cultures. I really appreciate the personal relation built on trust. Their long experience in China is rapidly felt. The 
solutions they implemented have positively impacted ARDO while remaining economic." 

Samuel Hannes Kraehenbuehl, CEO of ARDO 

http://www.ardo.ch/
http://www.lenzlinger.ch/
http://www.sim.biz/

